Welcome to LDS Lash Land, a magical place where you get to wake up ready, wear minimal to no make-up and
look absolutely fabulous all of the time. Feel sexier? Yer gurl, that all youuuuu and your new lash look.
Own it Queen
Now that you have crossed over the lash side, we have some tips for you to help you make your new
extensions last longer, so you can have less lds visits and more time with your new favourite look.
1. Humidity is not a lash extensions friend; especially in the first 24 hours.
That beautiful lash glue we use is high tech and built to withstand a lot that youll throw at your extensions,
however as it takes up to 24 hours for it to completely set
we highly advise to avoid any environments where extreme heat, steam, humidity may be present (this could
be as simple as a hot shower or opening an oven door!) as it can affect the glues setting
2. Avoid oil and oil based products,
unfortunately this also means most cosmetic items we are sorry to say. Oil lifts the extensions off the lash, can
close up all the pretty fluff we have hand crafted but worst and most likely of all, will decrease your retention
significantly.
What does this mean for skin care? Keep using it! Lets just avoid heavy handed application above and below
the lash line, and yes that means under your eyes too, especially right before bed time. As for make up, as long
as you are washing your eyelashes (see 3. For more info) and using oil free eyeliners and foundations is the key
to longer lasting happy extensions
3. Wash your lash extension with the lds lash shampoo EVERYDAY.
This product is specifically designed to lift and remove the oils, protein and debris that naturally build up on
your lash line every single day, and is also a kick ass make up remover! Check out our IG @lashdesign for reels
and tips on how to properly wash your lashes.
If you work out and get an intense sweat up, no probs, just give your extensions a light little shampoo straight
after your workout/ swim etc, to give them a better chance of survival
4. NO MASCARA
ON VOLUME or HYBRID LASHES. Nothing more to add here. Just don’t even. Youll break our hearts if you do
5. Brush your lashes
To Maintain fluff and extension direction, we recommend a fluffing with your take home mascara wand, daily
on dry lashes only
6. Heat and Flames will singe your lashes…
We like to remind our beautiful clients that the materials used are 100% synthetic silk and can singe from
extreme heat exposure (heat blast from opening an oven door) or flames (including lighters or cigarettes).
7.Your Natural lashes
Don’t freak out if you see your natural lashes attached to extensions when they fall out. This is part of the
natural lash cycle, chat to your lds technician next visit for more info on how that works
8. PRE BOOK YOUR LASH REFILL.

Hahaha how are you going to maintain them sexy bad boys if you don’t come back to see us? We recommend
every 3 weeks, or when you have approx. 1/3 of your extensions remaining

